Clean and Sanitize Your PC with PrivaZer
According to some tech experts, PrivaZer is a hard drive clean-up utility on
steroids. It gets rid of junk files and wipes away traces of activity that could
compromise your privacy. Maybe you think that sounds like some other program
you've been using, CCleaner, for example, but PrivaZer has been found to do
much more. In the following paragraphs, you can learn how it works, and why you
should try it.
There are hundreds of free software utilities on the market, but many are only
marginal improvements upon dozens of programs that do essentially the same
thing. An increasing number are of the irritating “foistware” genre that attempt to
trick the user into “agreeing” to the installation of unwanted toolbars, monitoring
of your online activity, and so on. It’s gotten to the point where you can’t just click
on “Express install” and let the installation wizard do the rest; you have to watch
what an installation program is doing every second, for fear of downloading some
third-party programs and add-ons that you don’t want.
PrivaZer, doesn’t try to scam or scare you and it does things that no other program
does, and does old-hat stuff better than anything that’s on the market. In addition,
it’s truly free, with only a humble request for unspecified donations via Paypal!
The "clean and optimize your PC" field has been crowded for years with apps like
CCleaner, Advanced System Care, and many others. The first time you run
PrivaZer, you will be impressed by the number of clean-up options it gives you.
But you won’t be confused, because they are clearly and cogently explained. A
recommended option doesn’t just have the word “recommended” next to it; it
includes a brief explanation of why it’s recommended and what it will do that’s
different from other options.
The first scan and clean-up of your desktop or laptop will probably take several
hours, not because PrivaZer is slow but because it does an enormous amount of
work. The fixes are good, too. His computer’s performance is snappier than when
it first came out of the box.
There's More!
PrivaZer does more than C: drives. It cleans and speeds up external drives, network
drives, USB flash drives, SD memory cards, iPods, MP3 players, and just about
anything with RAM that you can plug into a USB port on the machine that hosts

PrivaZer. It’s even optimized to do solid state drives! Duplicate files, temporary
files, log files, unneeded Windows update files are zapped. Even old, festering
Windows installs left over from a system upgrade are detected and removed.
In addition to cleaning files and file systems, Privazer does a thorough (but careful)
scrubbing of your Windows registry. But just to be safe, you will want to
checkmark the "Create a restore point" and "Save registry" boxes before running
the scan and clean.
Optionally, you can remove web browsing history, saved passwords, and cookies.
PrivaZer can disable hibernation and remove its huge file. If there's anything there
that's unnecessary, or a potential privacy risk, PrivaZer can and will nuke it on
demand.
It even comes in a portable version, so you can keep it handy on a USB drive and
help out friends who need a good PC cleanup.
You will find the program by clicking http://privazer.com/download.php

